Krieghoff Semprio In-Line Repeating Rifle

SEMPRIO – Basic specifications as described in Krieghoff literature, including the following specifications:
Full Take-Down capability; Standard black or nickel finish; In-Line-Action; Combi Cocking Device for the ultimate in safety; Detachable box magazine; Walnut stock with Semprio cheek piece or Next G-1 Vista™ Forest Green or Blaze Orange Camouflage; Black ‘Old English’ style recoil pad; 1” “Klick & Go” quick-detachable sling swivels.

**KRIEGHOFF SEMPRIO In-Line Rifle in std. cal.**  $4,695.00
(.223 Rem; .243 Win.; .65x55; .270 Win.; .308 Win.; .30-06 Spr.; 8x57IS; .30)

**KRIEGHOFF SEMPRIO In-Line Rifle in mag. cal.**  $4,995.00
(7 mm Rem. Mag.; .300 Win. Mag.; .338 Win. Mag.; .375 Ruger)

**Barrels**

- Extra Barrel in Std. Cal.  $1,395.00
  (no forearm assembly; no magazine; no extra locking bolt head)
- Extra Barrel in MAG Cal.  $1,795.00
  (no forearm assembly; no magazine; no extra locking bolt head)
- Extra Barrel in Std. Cal. WITH Forearm wood  $2,095.00
  (no magazine; no extra locking bolt head)
- Extra Barrel in MAG Cal. WITH Forearm wood  $2,495.00
  (no magazine; no extra locking bolt head)
- Barrel length: optional lengths on request  $ 525.00

**Magazines**

- Spare Magazine  $ 130.00

**Locking Bolt Heads**

- Extra Locking Bolt Head  $ 295.00

**Optional engraving**

- “Small Arabesques”  $ 995.00
- “Big Game Scene” (red deer / wild boars), incl. Medium wood upgrade  $2,695.00

**Stock**

- Next G-1 Vista™ Forest Green or Blaze Orange Camouflage  No Extra Charge
- Thumb Hole Stock with Next G-1 Vista™ Forest Green Camouflage  $ 695.00
- Replacement Forearm  $ 390.00
- Replacement Thumb Hole Stock with Next G-1 Vista™ Camouflage (Forest/Blaze)  $1,995.00
- Replacement Next G-1 Vista™ Forest Green or Blaze Orange Camouflage  $1,295.00
- Wood upgrade: Medium Grade  $1,495.00
- Wood upgrade: Best Select Grade  $2,225.00
- Wood upgrade: Deluxe Grade  $4,395.00

**Scope Mount**

- Semprio Bridge Mount, includes sighting in  $ 845.00
- BreaKO recoil reducer  $ 395.00
- Gold Trigger  $ 295.00

**Pistol Grip Caps**

- Silver monogram shield in pistol grip cap  $ 225.00
- Steel plate on pistol grip cap  $ 675.00

**Monogram**

- Monogram 2 letters in gold  $1,150.00
- Monogram 3 letters in gold  $1,925.00
- Gold Oval with 3 initials inlet in stock  $2,150.00

**Semprio Hard Case – 2bbls and 2 scopes**  $ 395.00

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE